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 The volume of unstructured texts has increased dramatically in recent years 

due to the internet and the digitization of information and literature. This 

onslaught of data will only grow, and it will come from new and unusual 

sources. Thus, it will be necessary to develop new and inventive approaches 

and tools to process and make sense of this data. Investors in the financial 

markets can now get information faster than ever before thanks to the 

expansion of communication channels, in addition to the online availability 

of news and reports in text format through providers like Reuters and 

Bloomberg. This contains a plethora of information that is often overlooked 

by financial market data. In order to measure the sentiment of a text, 

predictive and deductive methods are applied, these methods aim at 

extrapolating new feautures from big data. The main objective of this study 

is to create and test a new system capable of predicting finance and non-

finance related tweets. The convolutional neural network (CNN) and latent 

dirichlet allocation (LDA) algorithms are used in the proposed approche. 

The suggested model's correctness is tested against a benchmark financial 

dataset, and the results demonstrate that with a database of 1,000,000 data 

points, our model is 99% accurate. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

We can see a significant increase in user-generated comment on the web as a result of enhanced 

digitization, which provides people's thoughts on various themes. The computational study of assessing 

people's feelings and views for an entity is known as sentiment analysis. In recent decades, this field has 

become a hot topic. For business intelligence, managing the flood of data produced by networks of people or 

devices has become increasingly important [1]. The huge range of interactions between participants that may 

be captured is one of the most noteworthy elements of this big data boom [2]. As a consequence of this trend, 

most data are becoming more unstructured, by textual data accounting for a considerable amount of the data 

stream. E-mail communications and tweets are examples of such data, as are company reports and regular 

news broadcasts. As the volume of data grows at an exponential rate, developing strategies for skimming 

through thousands of pages of digital texts and retrieving the critical insight hidden in basic view becomes 

increasingly crucial. The information explosion is particularly difficult for financial sector specialists. 

Websites, Twitter posts, and other social media platforms are used by a variety of companies to deliver 

market data and opinions. According to the effective market theory, market efficiency is dependent on timely 
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and accurate supply of market information to investors, thanks to the perceptive constraints of investors' 

thoughts and the limiting period they take to make judgments, perfectly informed and logical decisions are 

frequently impossible when the amount of financial data expands at a breakneck speed. 

Machine learning (ML) is a multidisciplinary discipline that combines computer science methods 

and statistics to develop classification algorithms and predictive models. Sentiment analysis is a machine 

learning technique that detects polarity like positive or negative ideas in documents, texts, lines, paragraphs 

or subsections. Because the structure of a language influences how its speakers view their world, using text 

analysis [1] and similar approaches to conduct sentiment analysis of financial communications is one of the 

greatest strategic tendencies for coping with the present texting craze. Such methods cannot only reveal 

current communal attitude trends as shown in the media, but also offer insights for understanding potential 

implications and lowering the dangers of making trades in turbulent financial markets. Experts in the fields of 

financial markets and business intelligence need to know how to use text analysis to construct advanced data 

analytics in order to deal with today's huge data explosion. Nevertheless, the great majority of decision-

support system managers have shown minuscule attention in text analysis as a viable alternate to canonical 

decision models that have been used in the past. 

In the literature, financial sentiment analysis is regarded as a significant and difficult subject [3], [4]. 

In order to identify the polarity of financial text, the most current approaches on sentiment analysis use 

general dictionary [5], [6], domain-specific dictionary [7]-[10], or statistical/machine learning methods. 

Harvard global institute [11], financial polarity lexicon (FPL), SentiWordNet, SentiStrength2, SenticNet, 

manufacturer product quality assessment (MPQA), and LM are some of the most commonly used 

dictionaries in the field of financial sentiment research. The financial polarity lexicon and the loughran and 

McDonald dictionaries have been employed in recent research. Hardgrove grindability index (HGI), 

SenticNet, and MPQA are more general, which means they are more prone to misclassify popular financial 

words. For instance, according to a thorough examination of the HGI [11] lexicon by [10], in a financial 

context, more than 75% of the negative terms used in HGI are non-negative. Also, current study findings 

show that utilizing a domain-specific lexicon produces better outcomes than using a general dictionary. The 

approach discussed above try to discover the similarity while utilizing the content filtering algorithm, which 

is why we can use recommendation systems to forecast tweets with a strong association with the trust domain 

and the set of tweets that are comparable in this context [12]. 

The primary goal of this study is to identify financial and non-financial tweets in order to forecast 

the polarity of financial tweets. We believe that sentimental analysis of tweets can predict financial tweets 

since it is more meaningful and closely related to how people read financial data when deciding to invest. We 

describe an original method for performing financial sentiment analysis that combines the latent dirichlet 

allocation (LDA) and convolutional neural network (CNN) algorithms. This work adds to the literature two 

contributions. The research begins by outlining how emotional analysis can be used to predict polarity in 

financial tweets. Additionally, the study offers a sentiment categorization model based on LDA and CNN 

algorithm. On the basis of a reference financial data set, the efficiency of the suggested sentiment 

categorization model is evaluated. In order to highlight the model's utility, it is also linked to other cutting-

edge approaches. The following is a breakdown of the rest of the article: the next section discusses related 

literature. The paper subsequently gives many examples about the proposed technique in section 3. Section 4 

contains an experimental evaluation of the procedure as well as a discussion of the main findings. A 

summary and recommendations for further study are included at the end of the present paper. 

In accordance with the India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF), in February 2019, the Indian banking 

industry alone has more than 340$ billion in assets under managing (IBEF 2019). This figure merely offers 

us a rough idea of the global financial sector's full size and scope. The digitization of this fast-expanding 

behemoth has been made possible by technological advancements. FinTech, or financial technology, is a 

growing field in the financial sector that has been well-defined as a combination of information technology 

and finance [13]. Guo and Li [14] presented a total suspended solids (TSS) model, which includes a novel 

baseline correlation model that does not only have a good prediction accuracy, but also decreases computing 

time and allows for quick decision making without prior knowledge of previous data. The R language is used 

to do polynomial regression, classification modeling, and lexicon-based sentiment analysis. Using the 

suggested baseline criterion, the resulting TSS predicts the future stock market trend in 15-time samples (30 

working hours) with an accuracy of 67.22% without reference to past TSS or market data. TSS effectiveness 

in predicting an upward market is shown to be significantly superior than that of a falling market. TSS has a 

97.87% accuracy in predicting the rising trend of the future market using logistic regression and linear 

discriminant analysis. 

Rafay [15] looked at the interaction between FinTech and Italian SMEs. FinTech has experienced 

rapid progress from the point of view of development and investment, as well as how rapidly beneficial it has 

shown to be for the SME sector. Using data in the financial sector has become more prevalent because of 
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FinTech. This information is mostly in the form of texts, both organized and unstructured. As a result, textual 

data has been permanently a dominating and a crucial aspect in the finance, both historically and technically. 

 In the financial sector, unstructured text data has risen quickly. Natural language processing (NLP) 

and text mining have a lot of attention here. Atefeh and Khreich [16] looked into a variety of financial 

applications in which text mining could be useful. They came to the conclusion that there are many trenders 

in this field, including several forms of forecasting, cybersecurity and customer relationship management, to 

name a few. In recent years, many novel approaches for analysis have been proposed, with artificial 

intelligence allowing for the analysis and forecasting of financial results based on historical data. 

Since the dawn of civilisation, finance has been a powerful component of human life. From barter 

systems to digital currencies, finance is linked to big data, like accounts, reporting, transactions, and pricing. 

The use and importance of manual data processing methods has reduced over time. When it comes to 

researching and analyzing financial data, researchers favor digitized and automated methods. A substantial 

quantity of latent information exists in financial data. It could take years to manually extract latent 

information from a large amount of data. 

Text mining advancements have made it feasible to effectively examine textual data related to the 

financial field. An overview of the literature on text mining for huge finance analyzing data was published by 

Das et al. [17]. The authors have organized their research around three main questions: Financial text mining 

methods, financial intellectual foundation, and financial data sources sectors. Vu et al. [18] used sentiment 

analysis for stock price forecasts using text mining on Twitter posts. 

A dictionary is the simplest way to represent a text. In other words, one selects all available words, 

labels them as positive or negative, and then utilizes the resulting set to simply apply an emotional note to the 

phrases. The first two common lexicons used in financial news analysis are the integrated dictionary general 

inquirer (GI) and the text analysis tool diction. The majority of its word lists are derived from Harvard IV-4.5 

dictionaries and GI word lists. Most scholars in the financial disciplines employed GI word lists and the 

Harvard dictionary at first since they were the first lists easily available under the numbers. 

Because the financial sector has its own vocabulary, using basic sentiment analysis algorithm in 

finance is not acceptable because many words have different meanings. Tax and responsibility, for example, 

are often negative words, yet they have a neutral meaning in finance. For example, tax and responsibility, are 

normally positive phrases, but they have a neutral meaning in the financial world. 

The word "share" has a positive connotation in general, but in the financial world, it refers to stock 

or a financial benefit, which is an unbiased speech. Also, while "bull" is strictly positive in the financial field, 

but it’s neutral in general, and "bear" is negative in the financial field, but neutral in general. These instances 

highlight the importance of developing specific models that allow for the extraction of emotions from 

financial posts. 

Sentiment analysis, which combines qualitative and quantitative financial performance measures, 

has become a study topic in finance. According to Loughran and McDonald's fundamental research, 73.8% 

of the negative terms on the Harvard dictionary are not normally bad in the financial field. As a result, 

Loughran and McDonald have developed a practiced marked vocabulary of negative, positive and neutral 

financial words that express feelings in financial literature. Loughran-McDonald financial sentiment 

dictionary (LMFSD), which is peculiar to the field, is then used in a number of studies [19], [20]. 

Machine learning includes deep learning, which involves training a dataset approach to generate 

fresh data predictions. It features a tiered design, with input data flowing to the bottom and output data 

coming from the top [21]. At the intermediate levels, the input data is altered by using programs to extract 

useful information, convert it into indicator, and then re-enter the indicator in the deeper layer to obtain 

modified features. Large data sets are required for training and testing deep learning-based sentiment analysis 

algorithms. This technique necessitates the design and development of large data sets. 

Although there are a number of huge, annotated sentiment data sets that are open to the public. 

These data sets are used by several sentiment analysis models [22], and they perform well in related domains. 

However, it is challenging to apply these models across domains because each area has its own set of 

vocabulary for describing emotions. The financial realm has its own terminology, which necessitates a 

domain-specific examination of emotions. Financial market prices take into account all available information 

about the assets being exchanged [23], allowing investors to make timely and well-informed assessments. 

Stock prices and brand reputation are influenced by feelings stated in tweets and news, necessitating 

continual measurement and monitoring, which has become one of the most significant activities for investors. 

Stock prices [24], [25], changes in foreign currency and worldwide financial markets [26], [27], and 

corporate earnings [28] have all been predicted using sentiment analysis based on financial news in studies. 

The constraints of the approaches proposed in the literature are primarily centered on the detection of feelings 

linked to finance and the usage of a deep learning algorithm to detect tweets containing feelings about 

finance vs other tweets. 
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2. PROPOSED APPROACH  

This section explores the specifics of the suggested strategy. The model architecture can be divided 

into three sections, as indicated in Figure 1: 

− Data filtering and pre-processing 

− Topic modeling by LDA  

− Prediction by CNN  

The first step of our proposal is directly linked to data collection and filtering, followed by the 

detection of feelings in tweets with a strong relationship to the financial domain, and finally, the prediction of 

financial and non-financial tweets using the CNN algorithm while relying on the prediction of feelings in 

tweets detected by the LDA algorithm. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of the proposed platform, 

the next sections tackles the specifics of each of these steps. The first phase is described in subsection 3.1, 

subsection 3.2 provides the second step, and subsection 3.3 discusses the third step. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The overall architecture of the proposed platform 
 
 

2.1.  Data filtering and pre-processing 

Large volumes of data are available on social media platforms, and it is expected that by 2025, this 

same quantity of social media data will be increased. Traditional knowledge-based data filtering systems, on 

the other hand, are incapable of handling large amounts of social media data, because if they can, it would 

take an inordinate amount of time. To retrieve relevant texts, many queries are produced in the proposed 

system, and then queries with a high percentage of recall are used. A first phase of automatic tagging is used 

to find texts and mobile content that are similar but not covered by a subject Y. This procedure improves the 

accuracy of document classification and retrieval of information. 

The pre-processing method consists of the following steps, which present the corpus data in a more 

structured form to easily extract topic-related features and opinion words. In addition, these steps clean the 

corpus data and prepare it for word integration: 

− Cleaning: This is a crucial step in the pre-processing process. If we are retrieving text from sources, we 

need to get rid of punctuation, non-alphabetic characters, and any other type of characters that might not 

be part of the language. 

− Tokenization: This is the process of breaking down the raw text into smaller pieces. It breaks down the 

raw text into words, called tokens. These tokens help to understand the context or to develop the model 

for NLP. 

− Stemming and lemmatization: Stemming and lemmatization are text normalization (or sometimes called 

word normalization) techniques in natural language processing that are used to prepare text, words, and 

documents for further processing.  

− Character conversion: To represent generic words, the proposed system converts a sequence of characters 

repeated more than twice (for example, "inflaaation" becomes "inflation"). Each word is converted to 

lower case to avoid confusion during processing.  

In summary, sentiment classification accuracy is increasing by the most prevalent words in a text, 

such as: is, by, and the. The uniform resource locators (URLs) in the corpus do not provide much insight into 
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texts or documents (tweet). As a result, the suggested method filters out URLs and commonly used terms 

before extracting features. Furthermore, the suggested approach employs a keyword manager to filter out 

stuff that isn't helpful to sentiment. Articles (a, an, the), symbols (@, date, #, and so on), and punctuation are 

all affected. Negation and numbers are used in some settings. Negation is important in determining how a 

judgment feels. According to existing research, numbers in tweets and articles are meaningless for content 

analysis, so they are rejected. However, numbers are used in financial text analysis to locate entities and 

locations (for example, $, market, and activity). As a result, the suggested system converts negations to 

identify the feeling of a feature and recognizes entities using numbers. As a result, the suggested system 

converts negations to quickly assess a feature's mood. The Figure 2 describe step N1: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Data filtering and pre-processing steps 

 

 

2.2.  Topic modeling by LDA algorithm 

The LDA model is a multiple model with each element consisting of a finite mixture of latent 

subjects. This technique can be used for a variety of tasks, including subject extraction, size reduction, 

novelty detection, summarization, similarity and relevance evaluations, and so on. The algorithm's goal is to 

represent short text descriptions (or any other type of data collection) that allow textual corpora to be 

processed while maintaining important statistical associations that are relevant for basic tasks. The LDA is 

used to filter tweets that contain feelings towards the field of finance. The LDA is used to filter tweets 

containing sentiments related to money. Although the LDA is not limited to text and may be used in other 

domains such as collaborative filtering, content-based picture search, and biology, it is most commonly 

employed for text, we will use the language of text collections to illustrate the method. Formally, we begin 

by defining the elements listed below: 

Dictionary: consider D to be a dictionary of all possible words, with [1,...,V] as the index, and V 

equaling |D|. For the representation of the words, we shall use one-hot coding. 

− W=(w 1,w 2,...,w n) denotes a sequence of N words, with w n denoting the nth word in the sequence. 

− D=(w 1,w 2,...,w M) designates a corpus, which is a collection of M documents. 

The approach's primary idea is to describe the texts as random mixes on latent subjects z n, each of 

which is characterized by a word distribution. The hypothesis is that k, the Dirichlet's dimensionality, is 

known and fixed. The probability of the word where is encoded by the matrix β∈ k×V (βi, j=p (wj=1 | zi=1), 

i.e., the probability of having the word if index j under the condition of being in the ith subject. Obviously, 

this parameter must be estimated. For the sake of simplicity, we consider that all texts in the corpus have a 

fixed length 𝑁𝑑,𝑑=1,...,M (nothing is changed in the algorithm). A k-dimensional Dirichlet random variable θ 

takes values in the (k-1)-simplex. 

 

(𝛼) =
𝛤(∑ 𝛼𝑖

𝑘
𝑖=1 )

∏ 𝛤(𝛼𝑖)
𝑘
𝑖=1

𝜃1
𝛼1−1…𝜃𝑘

𝛼𝑘−1 (1) 

 

where: α is a k-dimensional vector with α_i>0 for each i. The distribution of dirichlets is conjugated to the 

multinomial distribution. According to the assumptions about the text generation process and given α and β 
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(aka the model parameters), the conjugate distribution of a mixture of θ topics, a set of N topics z, and a set 

of N words w is given by: 

 

(𝛼, 𝛽) = 𝑝(𝛼)∏ 𝑝(𝜃)𝑝(𝑧𝑛 , 𝛽)
𝑁
𝑛=1  (2) 

 

where: p(z_n│θ) is simply θi for the single i such as z_ni (we choose the subject of each word using a 

multinomial distribution as discussed in the model assumptions). We can obtain the marginal distribution of 

documents by simply marginalizing the last distribution at θ and z. 

LDA begins with the "bag of words" assumption, that the order of words in a document is not 

important. As shown in Figure 3. The primary goal of LDA is to understand the subject as well as the 

distribution of words in the data. in the data. It ignores syntax and groups semantically similar words in the 

same subject according to how they appear in various publications. The LDA of the machine language 

learning toolbox (MALLET) is used in the research to create topics on texts related to a topic Y, and different 

numbers of topics K are examined in the topic modeling. 

The subjects developed using the LDA include common words as well as words of opinion. 

However, when other exams linked to topic Y include them, they also contain words that are not typical of 

topic Y. When a manuscript provides sufficient words, the LDA eliminates the subject-document association. 

You may learn semantic associations between words using the LDA. In addition, each subject is given a set 

quantity of words, and each document is given a set number of topics. As a result, a document's vector is 

insufficient. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Topic modeling by LDA 
 

 

2.3.  Prediction by CNN algorithm 

A convolutional neural network is a particular type of neural network. This type of network is 

generally used for image processing but we apply it to a text classification task [29]. These challenges can be 

amplified due to the enormous number of neurons required in text processing. Furthermore, working with 

high-dimensional input like photos or text is costly due to deep learning's hierarchical learning process. On 

the other side, when dealing with large amounts of data, these deep learning algorithms might become stuck. 

Convolutional neural networks have a number of features that make them an excellent solution for these 

problems. To begin with, rather than connecting to all neural network, every neuron in the first hidden layer 

just connects to a sample of them. This decrease in interconnection complexity decreases the risk of 

computing difficulties. 

Second, the same feature can be detected in multiple portions of the input text by using the same 

weights for each of the hidden neurons. The data from the convolutional layers to the output is streamlined 

by a pooling layer at the network's end [30]. The convolutional neural network is one of the approaches that 

may be used effectively for big data analysis. In the convolutional neural network, which is one of the most 

powerful deep learning models, convolutional layers are utilized to filter inputs for relevant information. 

CNNs are a type of sensor with several layers MLP. The CNN structure in Algorithm 1 offers several 

advantages, including:  

− Layers become deeper than usual. 

− Activation functions such as ReLU, dropout, and batch normalization improve the system's calculation 

performance. 
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− With the development of the backpropagation method, the number of connections between network levels 

has increased.  

 

Algorithm 1: Algorithm of CNN 
Input: Sentence Matrix x (L × d), F filters 

Output: Most Important Characteristics 

for each filter f ∈ {1, ..., F} do //Get the most Important Characteristics 
wj = [xj + xj+1 + ... + xj+k−1] 

cj = ReLUe (wj n + b) 

c = (c1 ⊕ c2 ⊕ ... ⊕ cj ) 

end for 

 

− We used CNN's technique to detect financial and non-financial tweets. The application of this method is 

divided into two steps: 

Step N 1: Learning, this step consists of learning the tweets related to the finance field. 

Step N 2: Testing, this step consists oftesting and detecting financial and non-financial tweets. The use of CNN 

for classification is made by a multilayer perception variant designed for minimal pretreatment, with little hyper 

parameter tuning and static vectors, the Algorithm 1 provides excellent results. In our model we use CNN on 

tweets and filters of different sizes to find the number of filters suitable for achieving good results. For further 

clarification we present the following example. The Figure 4 shows the process of this step. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 4. CNN steps 
 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

3.1.  Dataset 

The data used in this experiment is taken from Twitter which provides a good environment for 

sentiment analysis. Twitter is microblogging, which allows a maximum of 280 characters per tweet; it’s one 

of the best social networks. Twitter has 330 million active users per month [31]. It provides a good platform 

to share user's opinions and views about the trending topics. In this experiment, we thoroughly investigate 

over 1 million tweets collected from June 1, 2019 to June 20, 2020. In this part, we start our implementation 

by building an application in Twitter application programming interface (API) that reads Twitter's online 

feeds, this will provide us with the "keys" we will need to use the Twitter APIs. The tweet object has a long 

list of ‘root-level’ attributes, including fundamental attributes such as id, created_at, and text. Tweet objects 

will also have nested objects to include the user, entities, and extended_entities. Knowing that to achieve 

higher accuracy, several sizes of training data were tested, starting with the size 5,000 tweets to a size of 

1,000,000 tweets. 
 

3.2.  Results 

Twitter is known for allowing users to share their opinions in short text messages of no more than 

280 characters, which are referred to as Tweets and are available to the general public. Many attributes are 

included in the data obtained via Twitter API, such as the message identification number and the ID number 

of tweets. Our research focuses on several classifiers in order to compare different classification algorithms 

and determine which one produces the best results. To collect the 1,000,000 tweets, we used the API 

streaming Twitter from June 1, 2019 to June 20, 2020. To put our strategy to the test. Table 1 displays the 

overall outcomes of our system. In order to determine which classifier is the most effective and efficient in 
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terms of efficiency measures, we looked at a number of CNN on a tweet which consists of 4 words each 

word is presented in 3 dimensions. The different steps of CNN's architecture for identifying tweets are 

depicted in Figure 4. In order to evaluate the proposed approach, we compared it with the "classifiers": 

random forest, recurrent neural network (RNN), long short term memory (LSTM), using the same 

preprocessed corpus. And to obtain higher accuracy, several data sizes were tested, Table 1 illustrates the 

variation of the accuracy according to the size of the training data. The results obtained show that with a size 

that amounts to 1,000,000 tweets, the classification using our approach achieves a very good accuracy of 

(99%) compared to other classifiers. This confirms the superiority of our approach using the CNN Classifier. 

This comparison leads to an improvement in the performance of the result. Our technique of choice, is based 

on metrics that produce useful results, and this classification, in particular, tests the full data set with a 1.6 

percent error rate. The results of our technique are depicted in Figure 4. The Figure 5 represents the results of 

our approach. The red color signifies the finance tweets detected by the proposed approach and the blue 

represents the rest. 
 
 

Table 1. Performance of the feature selection on the financial dataset 
Features Algo Accuracy Precision  Recall  F-Measures 

5,000 CNN 0.7088 0.7088 0.6988 0.7080 

10,000 CNN 0.7796 0.7796 0.7896 0.8845 
1,000,000 CNN 0.9999 0.9999 0.9800 0.9866 

5,000 LSTM 0.6978 0.6978 0.6978 0.7078 
10,000 LSTM 0.8098 0.8098 0.8098 0.8098 

1,000,000 LSTM 0.8898 0.8898 0.8898 0.8898 

5,000 RNN 0.7090 0.7090 0.7090 0.7190 
10,000 RNN 0.7700 0.7700 0.7700 0.7200 

1,000,000 RNN 0.7800 0.7800 0.7800 0.7800 

5,000 Random 0.509 0.509 0.509 0.609 
10,000 Random 0.6007 0.6007 0.6007 0.7007 

1,000,000 Random 0.6605 0.6605 0.6605 0.6905 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Results of our approach 
 

 

3.3.  Discussion 

We tested our proposal on three example data of 5,000 (as shown in Figure 6), 10,000 (as shown in 

Figure 7), 100,000 (as shown in Figure 8) respectively. We noticed that the application of the CNN algorithm 

especially for good prediction requires voluminous data, if the test data is voluminous, the accuracy is better. 

The three graphs present the set of performance measures on the different datasets. We observed that each 

time we increase the data, the performance measures become more powerful. In terms of accuracy, our 

suggested solution using CNN and LDA algorithms outperformed all previous studies, Table 2 and Figure 9, 

describe a comparative study between existing approaches conducted by various researchers and our 

contribution, then we notice that the application of our approach gives better results in the calculation of 

accuracy 99%, compared to the other two approaches, the first based on CNN and LSTM had an accuracy of 

77.12% and the second based on ANN had an accuracy of 89.5%. The utility of a detection system based on 

CNN and LDA algorithm for detecting financial tweets and non-financial tweets is proposed. The 

implementation of a new system, which is made up of three layers, results in a model of financial tweets in 

social networks. We can say that the proposed method improves the performance of research work in the 

field of sentiment analysis and brings innovation compared to the existing systems in the literature. 
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Figure 6. Performance of the feature extraction on the financial dataset 5,000 
 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Performance of the feature extraction on the financial dataset 10,000 
 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Performance of the feature extraction on the financial dataset 1,000,000 
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Table 2. Methods of comparison 
Title Methodology Accuracy 

[20] ANN algorithm text mining 77.12% 

[22] CNN+LSTM 89.5% 

Our proposal system CNN+LDA 99% 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Comparative graph 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

The capacity to find word semantics and associations is enabled by deep learning's hierarchical 

learning process. Because of these qualities, deep learning is among the most recent brands for sentiment 

analysis. Following our findings, we demonstrate that convolutional neural networks (CNN) is able to 

outperform data mining in sentiment analysis. Using CNN, we can extract sentiment from a document 

quickly using n-grams. Convolution layers, in which each computer unit responds to a limited portion of 

incoming data, take advantage of the inherent data structure that exists in a document. Among the numerous 

deep learning approaches used in sentiment analysis, our results prove that the Convolutional Neural 

Network outperforms other algorithms. Convolutional neural networks have significantly higher accuracy 

than other models. We may use CNN to retrieve tweets linked to finance based on our findings. Only a few 

people in the social finance industry have the ability to correctly predict the stock market. We can forecast 

the market's future evolution by utilizing CNN to anticipate their attitude. Indeed, we have produced better 

predictability of tweets, the intelligent model is developed using Python language. Machine learning 

classifiers are used to evaluate the proposed word embedding system, the method achieves 99% accuracy, 

which shows that the proposed approach is effective for sentiment classification. 

Then, we evaluated the performance of our model by performing a comparative performance 

analysis against different classifiers. The results obtained reveal that the classification using our approach 

reaches a good accuracy (99%) compared to the classifiers: random (66.05%), LSTM (88.98%), RNN (78%). 

In this experiment, this confirms the superiority of our approach using the filter and the CNN model. In 

future work, we will consider the use of articles and reports that deal with the field of finance to predict the 

evaluation of resources as well as the application of different data sources for prediction. Furthermore, we 

will develop applications using the proposed model to predict the stock prices value and movement. Whilst 

most data sources used for predicting the stock price trend are quantitative, prediction by analyzing financial 

news articles in order to improve prediction efficiency, will be our next future work. 
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